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1 Overview
Minima

is a 10/100 Ethernet MAC for MII PHYs, built with minimal hardware resour e usage in

mind. It is designed for resour e- onstrained system-on- hips where basi

network

onne tivity

is desired.
It has the following features:

•
•

CSR

ontrol interfa e e iently

onne ts the

ore to the Milkymist

TM ar hite

ture.

WISHBONE master interfa es stream pa kets straight to and from system memory, minimizing on- hip data storage.

•

Four hardware- ontrolled pa ket re eption slots redu e the risk of lost data in

ase of high

interrupt laten y from the system CPU.

•

Software generates and

•

Full duplex (swit hed) operation only, without

he ks Ethernet CRCs and preambles.
ollision dete tion, retransmission nor MAC

ltering.

•

Bit-banged MDIO interfa e.

2 Setup register

Register Bits

Des ription

0x00

RX reset. When this bit is a tive (default at reset), the re eption FIFO

0

is

leared and kept empty, the re eption logi

is set to expe t a new

pa ket, and no new transfers are made through the RX DMA interfa e.
If the bit is set while in the middle of a WISHBONE bus

y le, that

y le is allowed to nish. Setting the RX reset bit does not modify the
state of the RX slots.


1

TX reset. When this bit is a tive (default at reset), the transmission
FIFO is

leared and kept empty, the transmission logi

is set to expe t

a new pa ket, and no new transfers are made through the TX DMA
interfa e.
y le, that


31  2

If the bit is set while in the middle of a WISHBONE bus
y le is allowed to nish.

Reserved.

1

3 MDIO
The two MDIO pins ( lo k and bidire tional data) are

ontrolled using a low-level, bit-banged

interfa e on register 0x04.

Register Bits

Des ription

0x04

0

Logi

level driven to the MDIO data pin (if OE=1).



1

Logi

level read from the MDIO data pin.
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Output Enable (OE). When this bit is set, the SoC drives the bidire -



3

Logi



31  4

Reserved.

tional MDIO data pin.
level driven to the MDIO

lo k pin.

4 Pa ket re eption
There are four re eption slots. When a pa ket arrives, the Minima

ores pi ks the loaded slot

with the lowest number (rst slot 0, then 1, et .), DMA's the pa ket into the system memory
at the address given by the slot, updates the slot's byte

ount a

ording to the length of the

pa ket, and updates the slot's state to pending.
If a re eption error o

urs, of if the pa ket ex eeds the Ethernet MTU, the whole pa ket is

dis arded and the slot's state is un hanged. However, some of the pa ket's data may have been
transferred to the system memory; so software should

onsider that the

ontents of a DMA

buer atta hed to a loaded slot are undened. DMA buers should be made large enough to
in lude a maximum length Ethernet pa ket with preamble and CRC. Raw pa kets are re eived
entirely, in luding preamble, trailer and CRC.
Memory addresses must be aligned to a 32-bit boundary.

Register Des ription
0x08

State of the slot 0 (see below).

0x0C

DMA address of the slot 0. This address is read-only for Minima

0x10

Re eption byte

0x14

State of the slot 1.

0x18

DMA address of the slot 1.

0x1C

Re eption byte

0x20

State of the slot 2.

0x24

DMA address of the slot 2.

0x28

Re eption byte

0x2C

State of the slot 3.

0x30

DMA address of the slot 3.

0x34

Re eption byte

re-used for another transfer without the need to reprogram it.
ount of the slot 0.

ount of the slot 1.

ount of the slot 2.

ount of the slot 3.

2

and may be

State

Des ription

0 (empty)

Slot is empty. No valid DMA address has been spe ied for this slot. Software
may program a DMA address and, then, set the slot state to 1. This state is
the default at reset.

1 (loaded)

Slot is loaded with a valid DMA address, and is awaiting a
re eption to swit h to state 2. Software may
setting the state to 0. In this
this slot, but if the
will be allowed to

2 (pending)

omplete pa ket

an el the potential transfer by

ase, no new DMA transfers will be made for

ore was in a middle of a WISHBONE

y le, that

y le

omplete.

Slot has re eived a valid pa ket whi h has been fully transferred to the DMA
buer. The byte

ounter has been updated with the length of the pa ket. No

further pa ket transfers will o

ur for this slot. The software

an set the state

to 0 to disable this slot, or to 1 to reload it for a new transmission.
*

All other state values are invalid and should not be used.

If one or more slots is in state 2, the RX interrupt line is set and kept asserted.

5 Pa ket emission
Minima

supports only one outstanding pa ket emission request.

When software writes a non-zero value the the remaining byte

ount register after having pro-

grammed the address of the DMA buer, a pa ket is streamed from system memory and sent to
the PHY. A full raw Ethernet pa ket must have been loaded in the memory, in luding preamble, trailer and CRC. The pa ket must be
s atter-gather te hniques.

ontiguous in memory, i.e. there is no support for

The remaining byte

ount register will then de rement while the

pa ket is being transferred. On e it rea hes 0, transmission terminates and the TX interrupt
line is pulsed. At the same time, the address register is in remented until it rea hes the end of
the pa ket. This implies that the software typi ally needs to re-load the address register to send
a new pa ket.
Software

an

an el the transmission of a pa ket by writing 0 to the remaining byte

register. No new WISHBONE DMA transfer will be started, but if the
a WISHBONE

y le, that

y le will be allowed to

pa ket is dis ouraged as it is likely to

ount

ore was in a middle of

omplete. Can elling the transmission of a

ause an in omplete Ethernet frame to be sent over the

network.
The DMA buer must be aligned to a 32-bit boundary.

Register Des ription
0x38

TX DMA address.

0x3C

Remaining TX byte

ount.

6 Memory system onsiderations
In order to redu e

osts, Minima

does not provide enough on- hip storage to hold

omplete

Ethernet frames and instead streams them to and from the system memory while they are being
transferred over the medium. However, to
Minima

ope with the laten y stemming from this te hnique,

provides a limited form of data storage

onsisting of the TX and RX FIFO buers,

ea h being able to store a few dozen bytes (the exa t amount is

3

ongurable at synthesis time).

This s heme obviously assumes that the system memory infrastru ture
bandwidth and low levels of laten y to the Minima
FIFOs

an overow or underow. This

DMA interfa es. In

an happen transitionally, for example if the memory

system is temporarily overloaded by transfers made by other

•

an provide enough
ase it fails to do so,

ores in the system on

hip.

if the RX FIFO overows, re eption is interrupted, the slot does not go into state 2 (the
whole pa ket is dropped), the RX reset bit is set in the setup register ( learing the FIFO),
and the RX interrupt line is asserted (and kept asserted until the RX reset bit is
To re over from this state, software must

•

leared).

lear the RX reset bit.

if the TX FIFO underows, invalid data will be sent on the Ethernet medium.

The

software is not notied and does not need to do anything to re over from this state, ex ept
retransmit the

orrupted frame (higher level network proto ols will typi ally do that).
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